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When it brings to the
banking enterprise, Client X
grasps how important it is
to have their data protected
and available, no matter
what. With honesty and
adaptability being some of
their essence importance,
having a data recovery and
storage answer with the
same importance was just
as necessary.

Your Business Needs A Place
Where Quality Never
Compromise, Right Team,
Planning & Technology. We
are here to deliver innovative
and result-oriented digital
solutions under one roof.,

The Challenge
Before communicating with
Sallybase Solution, Client X
was operating their
personal data storage and
backups privately, at a
position only 10 miles from
their main manufacturer
locality. Having the backup
section and main
production place in such
close nearness professed a
severe threat since
disasters striking the main
centre could bring out the
backup convenience too.

Client X required a backup companion that
presented geographic variety, could
accommodate their various IT situation and
manage their data protected and prepared
in the appearance of a disaster. Other
disaster recovery associates couldn’t
accommodate the versatility and expertise
that Client X obliged. That’s when Salybase

The Solution
Sallybase delegates met especially with
Client X and evaluated with them all the
assistance they could practice to
optimize their data storage and
recovery conditions. Client X wanted a
resolution
that
would
support
geographical security, disaster recovery
specialist and a way to maintain
operating
their
in-house
business-critical services in the way they
had been for ages, using the devices
that they had previously brought and

Sallybase presented resolutions to all these
difficulties, and obstacles. Sallybase technicians
seamlessly relocated Client X’s backup instrument
to Sallybase’s highly secure, audited, reliable and
managed data centre. Sallybase’s technicians also
virtualized several devices using VMware
technology, implemented geographically
protected housing for their data storage, and
outfitted built-in disaster recovery features.
Now Client X has efficient and powerful disaster
recovery solutions for their crucial data, without
remaining compelled to perform any

The Results
With Sallybase Solutions, Client X passed their primary goals. Client X however has the
convenience of knowing precisely where all their data is filed and who has access to it.
Now they also have unique availability with high-level preservation and management
that they were not competent of in-house, or with an unrestricted cloud.
Client X owns a 100% recovery rate since initiating for business, and Client X encountered this progress firsthand. Client X suffered several disasters, including environmental destruction and device malfunction. Sallybase restored their virtual conditions for
them and seamlessly transferred their data over to a protected server at their availability. Sallybase’s technicians carried them back up to 100% within a couple of hours, significantly outperforming their recovery time objective (RTO).

